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figure
Here is a mystery. I just dnn:!t what it means. When he comes to verse

fifteen, he would have nearly any problem that he has in 114. Mr. Brooks?

Well, I think you will already see it. You will get strength as you will

-- 3 (2.L,O) He is the one whom God set apart xxzxgaxt

to do a great work. He has got the instrument/ fbr bringing %/ judgment to

the nations, bringing light to the Gentiles,, He has a tremendous task for
has been for

performance for God which % described in 142, and 149, and/one ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(2.l) astound

this is to do. To be so treated is enough% to 1060 and shock anybody. But
his s (2.00)

that the idea of/clean4ng to be That I would question.

I wo1d, we find that in amther passage very clearly, but I q'ouldquestion it
Yes?

200 - in this respect. We find that in another passage. Oh, no, no, no, I
say that allah. say
±Ji±iiiockzxa±xzii. I don't kxk we have to interprete &n the basis of the days

when it is written. It is written, it is all written to - understanding

today. And therefore for our full understanding of it we are justified in

bringing in the evidence from any part of the Scripture that help us to understand%
nearly

it better, but I don't think that we understand it PI$Xj as well, if we start

at that point. I think that we understand the passage much better if we

first approach it from the viewpoint of the time when it was written. God

didn't write this now. He didnit in the time of book of Acts.

NO. l.
he it was

He wrote I the time of Isaiah, and/didn't write/as something that to be judged

as a page with some queer marks on it nobody had any idea as to what j4 it was

talking about until the time of the book of Acts. And then the people would

begin to see a message for them which meant nothing to anybody before. He
in

wrote it, and/Isaiah'syx had a message for the people of Isaiah's time.

Put he wrote it as a massage which should not only have meaning fot the

prople of Isaiah's day, but which should re a blessing and the real teaching
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